Kitchens

Go on, express yourself
with Caesarstone.
For more design ideas visit our website:
www.caesarstone.com
Luxurious kitchens are commercially available globally,
for more details please contact:
TaniaM@caesarstone.com
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Caesarstone Inspiration
Comes to Life
Caesarstone’s kitchen design concepts are created
with optimal functionality in mind. Designed with
over 150 colours and textures, Caesarstone’s
kitchens breathe life into homes and interiors
worldwide.
Over the years, our global teams have created a
wide array of kitchen designs from all styles.
From traditional kitchen design concepts to modern
motifs, Caesarstone kitchens are ergonomic,
efficient workstations that cater to the diverse

Kitchen Design
Collaborations
needs and preferences of diverse audiences.
With high durability and beauty, Caesarstone’s
kitchens have ventured into the realm of nature,
using a diverse range of natural materials, colours
and styles, allowing you to infuse your vision and
colour schemes into the kitchen of your dreams.

Caesarstone’s collaborations with designers are part
of Caesarstone’s ongoing designer collaborations
programme which focuses on new innovative
kitchen designs.
In 2014 Caesarstone will unveil two new conceptual
kitchen designs in collaboration with two worldrenowned design studios. These state-of-the-art
designs will be available for purchase. These new
concepts will re-examine the functionality in the
modern kitchen and will present an original and
innovative designs.

Milano Kitchen

Manhattan Kitchen

Caesarstone’s Soft Minimal kitchens
demonstrate a new approach to simplicity that
focuses on intelligent material combinations,
subtle gradations of texture and a soft,
soothing palette that exudes elegance and
modernity. This is the new minimal: honest
and warm materials that age with grace;
the contrast of clean lines, angular forms
and moulded forms balanced by comforting
upholstery touches and turned woods that
create a calm and sobering aesthetic

Caesarstone’s soft, ivory white kitchen is
complemented with powdery-grey veins, bringing
a fresh, natural look to your interiors.

Caesarstone’s natural look kitchen design amplifies
the exquisite depths of lustrous white, glossy feel
and captivating white details.

Caesarstone’s answer to the ever-growing industrial
trend. This industrial aesthetic takes a sturdy
approach to sustainabilityv by making products that
are designed to last.
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Cabinets:

Tokyo Kitchen

Sidney Kitchen

Cabinets:

Complementary
materials:

